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SUSTAINABLE IMPACTS OF DIGITALISED SUPPLY CHAINS

The objective of the ILS international conference is to bring together researchers, business leaders and professionals from industry and services to share and exchange on world class research related to supply chain design and management, information and decision-making systems, innovative practices in logistics, etc. The conference offers opportunities for the identification and the emergence of industrial and societal issues and research opportunities on these topics...

The 2018 edition aims at discussing sustainability from all perspectives: sustainability with human, social and environmental impact as well as economic viability and technological state-of-the-art. Special attention will be devoted to the role of digital solutions and economic intelligence in this multi-dimensional supply chain challenge.

CONFERENCE TOPICS

- Advances in Supply Chain Modelling and Performance Evaluation
- Information and Decision Systems for Supply Chain Management
- Collaboration and Sharing Practices in the Supply Chain
- Supply Chain Management under Risk and Uncertainty
- The Interconnected Era in Logistics
- Innovative and Smart Technologies in Logistics
- Smart and durable City Logistics
- Sustainable Supply Chains
- Emergencies and crisis logistics
- Humanitarian Logistics
- Health Care Logistics

Authors are invited to submit full papers (8-10 pages) on the conference website, addressing either conference topics, thematic sessions or student competition. The contributions will be selected based on a double review and will be included in the proceedings of the conference indexed by Scopus.

The best communications will be selected and an extended version will be submitted for potential publication in special issues of well-known international journals.

THEMATIC SESSIONS

In addition to the ILS2018 conference topics, a set of thematic sessions are proposed by high-class researchers that addresses some specific scientific challenges on current industrial and societal issues.

Elmaghraby Best Student Paper Award

The ILS PhD Student Competition aims at giving students the opportunity to share new perspectives and fresh ideas on research topics that address issues within the conference scope. The purpose is to reward excellence in scientific work done by doctoral candidates and to encourage a high standard of scientific communication.

INDUSTRIAL SESSIONS

Plenary sessions, round tables, and workshops bring together industry professionals and academics to exchange ideas on current topics such as Information Management and Security, Supply Chain and associated sustainability opportunities, and Manufacturing and Services Logistics.

IMPORTANT DATES

Paper submission (regular/thematic/doctoral) January 12, 2018
Notification of acceptance February 23, 2018
End of early registration April 30, 2018
Conference dates July 8-11, 2018
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